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Delivering technology-built products has quickly and effectively become 
a core value for companies of all sizes and industries. Whether these 
technologies are being used internally for employees, or externally to 
drive revenue and improved customer experience, they are essential to 
the continued growth of any businesses.

There is pressure for legacy businesses to accelerate their development 
and release cycles to keep up with the newer digital-native companies. 
The latter organizations were born in the cloud and have a DevOps 
philosophy as a core value.

To bridge the gap with these companies, businesses need truly modern 
development environments, complete with effectively implemented 
monitoring platforms. 

A thorough Datadog implementation, accomplished in 
partnership with RapDev’s expert consultants, can represent 
this vital piece of the puzzle.
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Which Organizations Need 
Advanced Observability?
Organizations across every industry are reaching their employees 
and customers through internally developed software. This means 
the elements of agile practices and DevOps philosophies – advanced 
monitoring included – are in demand everywhere.

The following are just a few of the organization types depending on 
fast, effective technology development:

Finance: Financial firms are dealing with their customers through bespoke 
digital portals and apps, which are held to extremely high security standards.

Insurance: The insurance industry, once a legacy sector with entrenched 
practices, is becoming more digital and agile.

E-commerce: Since e-commerce companies are reliant on their websites and apps 
as their storefronts, they need strong usability and uptime to keep revenue flowing.

Health care: As with finance, the health care sector is balancing rapid digitization for 
convenience’s sake with a persistent need for security to protect HIPAA and PII.

https://www.rapdev.io/
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Monitoring Today 
Encompasses 3 Pillars
Monitoring application performance is essential for detecting potential 
problems in a timely manner and optimizing the functionality of that 
application over the course of code deployments, infrastructure elasticity, 
and feature releases.

From a modern perspective, there are three key types of metrics to monitor:

Datadog has become a prominent tool for monitoring because it 
combines these metrics and more to create a holistic, actionable view 
of an application. A Datadog integration overseen by RapDev’s experts 
can give companies relevant, useful dashboards to gain insight into the 
technical and business indicators of a technology stack.

• Infrastructure: Processor, memory consumption, and read/write speed 
information helps ensure the app is performing at peak levels.1

• Logs: With access to clear, indexed, easy-to-search logs, personnel can quickly 
troubleshoot problems with their software.2

• Application performance data: Access to performance data enables quick 
resolution of issues when it can be combined with logs.3

1https://searchenterprisedesktop.techtarget.com/definition/Application-monitoring-app-monitoring
2https://www.datadoghq.com/product/log-management/
3https://www.datadoghq.com/product/apm/
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Agile Software Development 
Calls for New KPIs
Companies today are challenged with legacy waterfall development 
methods: The speed and responsiveness enabled by agile development 
and DevOps are irresistible – but seizing these advantages means taking 
on a new mindset, and new key performance indicators.

• Old development methods focused on reducing failure rates, with extensive 
manual testing before code is placed into a production environment.

• Newer approaches are based on “failing fast,” reverting quickly and rolling out 
new iterations more frequently.

• Companies are using methods such as A/B deploys, blue/green deploys and 
canary deploys to test code in production.

• Datadog is a leading platform for tracking the real-time KPIs  
that measure the success of those deployments and allow  
developers to react quickly to failures.

https://www.rapdev.io/
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True Change Means Leading 
with Technology
Shifting to a new agile development model – and approaching the  
much-sought state of true continuous deployment – calls for creating a 
new tech paradigm. Companies can’t lead with a process change: They 
have to lead with their technology and learn to trust the new systems 
and the data they present.

• Companies today are embracing continuous integration and continuous 
deployment (CI/CD) methodologies. This means creating an automated 
pipeline of application changes, often with small updates affecting single 
features in production.4

• Too many manual processes are antithetical to CI/CD, as organizations 
need the consistency and speed that come with automation.

• Monitoring must be continuous and heavily automated to keep up with the 
demands created by CI/CD models. Developers need to learn from failures 
in real time.

4https://www.infoworld.com/article/3271126/what-is-cicd-continuous-integration-and-continuous-delivery-explained.html
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Changes in Development 
Philosophy Must Take Place
Introducing new agility into legacy organizations means cutting down on 
some of the entrenched practices – such as finger-pointing and layers 
of bureaucracy – that may have accumulated over the years. Developers 
and the ecosystems around them must think about their roles in new 
ways as they move to faster cycles working on individual features, rather 
than polishing massive updates.

• Rather than blaming a person for a system failure, teams must learn to examine 
which part of the system was vulnerable or unstable enough to allow the failure to 
happen – this is how they determine what areas of a system to focus on.

• This removal of blame from the development ecosystem enables companies to 
move quickly and embrace change, values which could fall by the wayside in a 
finger-pointing culture.

https://www.rapdev.io/
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Datadog’s Role in  
Modern Monitoring
Companies that want to thrive after changing to a faster-paced software 
release model need a centralized view of their data that can drill all 
the way down to the specific line of code responsible for a failure or a 
performance issue.

This is where Datadog integrations deliver value for today’s organizations, 
by creating these connections from an overview level to an extremely 
granular view.

• Centralized performance monitoring unites on-premise and cloud applications, 
making Datadog the one-stop replacement for multiple tools.5

• Datadog integrates with all major web frameworks and cloud platforms, so any 
company can use it.

• Out-of-the-box integrations to Microsoft Teams, Slack and more let users get 
application alerts in easy-to-use ChatOps methods, letting them respond quickly.

• The flexible solution can grow alongside companies’ application environments, so 
rapidly expanding businesses won’t have to replace it after a few years.

5hhttps://www.datadoghq.com/product/apm/
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Options for Datadog support range from a quickstart two-day workshop to 
enterprise-wide implementations and ongoing support, tailored to a  
company’s needs.

Assistance is available for every part of the deployment, from dashboard setup 
and integration to tagging strategies and custom checks.

Customers can use Slack to interact with the RapDev team to ask questions 
about Datadog, its deployment, features, or anything else related to the platform.

Reinvention Requires Good 
Implementation of Tools
What can companies do to make sure they get the most out of their 
Datadog integrations? This is where RapDev comes in, offering a variety 
of standard and bespoke services to make sure a Datadog deployment 
starts off right and continues to be scalable after RapDev’s engagement 
is completed...

Reach out to RapDev for help making Datadog work for you, 
enabling your organization to step into a new, more agile era 
of application development.

https://www.rapdev.io/
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